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https://jp.surveymonkey.com/r/6KGLV9D

URL

QR code

Scan QR code to your smart phone and access to the survey.

iPhone Camera, WeChat , QR Code Reader, LINE, etc.
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Healthy sport marketplace

Organisational management

Training
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NF

NF
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NF
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○ Directions for 

improvement to an 

organisation which does 

not meet the standards.

○ Advices/support for 

improvement to an 

organisation which does 

not meet the standards.

○ Establishing the criteria to enter 

the healthy sport marketplace

○ Evaluating by criteria.

○ Prohibiting an organisation

which does not meet the 

standards from entering in.

○ Risk monitoring of 

healthy sport marketplace.

○ Promoting the preventive 

measures based on the 

monitoring result

○ Daily support to maintain 

the soundness.

○ Continuous training to 

maintain the soundness.

○ Compulsory training to 

enter in (board members, 

committee members, 

administrative staff)

○ Risk monitoring to 

maintain the 

soundness.

○ Internal training

○ Planning/ 

implementing the 

improvement 

strategies for 

responding to the 

risks.

○ Education for athletes 

and coaches.

Exclusion of the organisations

which damage the soundness 

from the marketplace

○ Suspension of membership.

○ Ban on sending athletes to 

Olympic/Paralympic Games.

○ Suspension of public funding.

○ Develop/implement of 

preventive measures.

○ Support for preventive 

measure.

○ Monitoring/supervising 

the status of 

implementation.

○ Structural improvement 

based on guidance, 

advices, and/or support. 

Competition
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The Fraud Triangle

• A theory of fraud occurring 

mechanism which Dr. Donald 

Cressy, an American 

criminologist called for.

• When three risk components 

(pressure, opportunity, and 

rationalisation) all consist, 

fraudulent behavior occurs.

Cressey, D.R. (1950). “The criminal violation of financial trust”. American Sociological Review.15(6), pp.738-743

FRAUD

Pressure

Opportunity Rationalisation

Financial or emotional force 

pushing towards fraud

Personal justification of 

dishonest actions

Ability to execute plan 

without being caught
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Why fraud acts/incidents occur in sport?

- A hypothesis based on the Fraud Triangle 

Pressure
Motivation behind the crime

Opportunity
Environmental and situation possible 

to dishonest actions

Rationalization
Personal justification of dishonest 

actions

Pressure to win/get results, 

stimulation, excitement, monetary 

reward, etc.

Closed space separated from 

outside, 

Out of sight of referees/anyone, 

Online purchases, 

internet space, etc.

Belief that other athletes do as well, 

customs, common practice, “It’s not

a big deal”, taking lightly, 

obedience to coaches, I need it to 

win, not relevant to competitions….

Intentional 

rule 

violations

Violence 

and 

harassment

Anti-social 

behaviors
Doping

Match fixing
Misuse of 

public funds

Race 

discrimination 

posts on SNS
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What will you do to avoid actualisation of risks?

Survey result
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Subject：

Conducted in：

Threats Questions Average Signal

Q1 Circumstance of violence 46.5

Q2 Situation or atomosphere likely to cause violence 57.2

Q3 Answered Yes at Q2 ：  Occation or place where violence can be seen - -

Q4 Common understanding or atomosphere that violence can be allowed 56.1

Q5
Atomosphere that pressures due to stagnation or non-improving athletic performance can cause

violence
41.3

Q6 Circumstance of harassment 68.2

Q7 Situation or atomosphere likely to cause harassment 63.0

Q8 Answered Yes at Q2 ：  Occation or place where harassment can be seen - -

Q9
Ocassion that an athlete, a coach or other peron becomes alone together with one of the opposite

sex
47.7

Q10 Circumstance of anti-doping rule violation 72.4

Q11 Atomosphere that any measure can be taken to improve athletic performance 56.7

Q12 Contact from crime or antisocial group 90.9

Q13 Circumstance and culture that a conduct contrary to social rules or ethics can be allowed 73.9

Doping

Crime group,

antisocial

behavior

Result of Monitoring

3rd ASIA Congress

November, 2018

Violence

Harassment



What will you do to avoid actualisation of risks?

Survey result
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Threats Questions Average Signal

1 Circumstance of violence 87.0

2 Situation or atomosphere likely to cause violence 86.8

3 Answered Yes at Q2 ：  Occation or place where violence can be seen - -

4 Common understanding or atomosphere that violence can be allowed 77.2

5
Atomosphere that pressures due to stagnation or non-improving athletic performance can cause

violence
90.8

6 Circumstance of harassment 81.0

7 Situation or atomosphere likely to cause harassment 79.2

8 Answered Yes at Q2 ：  Occation or place where harassment can be seen - -

9
Ocassion that an athlete, a coach or other peron becomes alone together with one of the opposite

sex
47.5

10 Circumstance of anti-doping rule violation 82.6

11 Atomosphere that any measure can be taken to improve athletic performance 96.8

12 Contact from crime or antisocial group 100.0

13 Circumstance and culture that a conduct contrary to social rules or ethics can be allowed 88.8

Doping

Crime group,

antisocial

behavior

MONIO ING E L

Violence

Harassment

Sample


